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Buginese: Renward Brandstetter at Work 

RogerTol 

Introduction 

On Buginese (South Sulawesi, Indonesia) Renward Brandstetter (1860- 1942) published 
four works. Taken together they are a good introduction to the language and literature. In 
order to highlight the position of Brandstetter in the study of Buginese we must look for his 
sources and their relation to his linguistic interpretations of Buginese. My contribution also 
shows how he worked on a specific language and how his ideas developed in a period that 
was fundamental for his comparative research on Austronesian languages. Brandstetter's 
main mentor was the Dutch scholar George Karel Niemann (1823-1905), who took an 
interest in many Austronesian languages. Niemann himself was a student of the pioneer of 
Bugis studies Benjamin Frederik Matthes (1818-1908) . Intriguingly, both Niemann and 
Brandstetter never visited the lands where the languages they studied were spoken. Brand
stetter's observations of the glottal stop in Buginese might be explained by this lack of 
interaction with native speakers. This case also shows his increasingly independent linguis
tic position and the development of his methodology. 

Students of Buginese 

The number of scholars who have done linguistic research on Buginese and Makassarese 
over the years has been rather small. It is not difficult to list the ones who have been active 
before and during Renward Brandstetter's life. I will also briefly mention the academics 
who have been involved in Bugis studies after Brandstetter. 

In his groundbreaking article 'On the languages and literature of the Indo-Chinese 
nations' John Leyden (1775-1811) was the first to pay brief attention to the Bugis (and 
Makassar) language. He dealt very briefly with matters of language comparison, script, 
dialects and language variation. Leyden paid slightly more attention to its literature by 
publishing a list of works written in Buginese and by translating some fragments (Leyden 
1808:192-8)'. His linguistic colleague, the famous civil servant Thomas Stamford Raffles 
apparently used Leyden' s knowledge for his Account of Celebes which appeared as an 
appendix to his History of Java that appeared in 1817 (Raffles 1817, Appendix F). 

The first systematic research on Buginese and Makassarese was done by the linguist 
cum missionary Matthes in the second half of the 19th century. He can be considered as the 
pioneer of Bugis and Makassar studies who published not only descriptive grammars of 
both languages but also very extensive dictionaries and anthologies of texts taken from 

Although he did not specifically mentioned La Galigo as a work, the majority of the 53 titles mentioned 
by Leyden without any doubt refer to fragments of the La Galigo, the monumental Bugis mythical epic. 
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original manuscripts.2 As a matter of course during his long life he also translated the 
complete Bible in Buginese and Makassarese. 

The next scholar who took an academic interest in Buginese was Niemann, also a 
Dutchman and a student of Matthes . He had many interests, and with respect to Buginese 
was not nearly as productive as Matthes. He published only one book containing an edition 
of an historiographical text and two short articles (Niemann 1883; 1884,1889). 

Next in line was Brandstetter who as we will see was in close contact with Niemann. 
More or less operating simultaneously with Brandstetter was the Dutch linguist Johann 
Christoph Gerhard Jonker (1857-1919) who was a government linguist in Makassar in 
1886-1896. Jonker's contribution to Bugis studies consisted of a small but insightful 
encyclopaedia entry on Buginese which also mentioned Brandstetter' s studies (Jonker 
1917). 

During Brandstetter's lifetime the Dutchman Rudolf Aernoud Kern (1875-1958) 
became involved in the study of Buginese. Apart from a few minor linguistic articles his 
most impressive achievement was the compilation of a voluminous catalogue of manu
scripts containing La Galigo stories, the majority of which were collected by Matthes and 
Jonker (Kern 1939). In the 1930's the Dutch government linguist Anton Abraham Cense 
(1901- 1977) was active in Makassar. He collected lots of linguistic data but much was lost 
during the Pacific war. Fortunately most of his lexicographical material on Makassarese 
survived the war which enabled him to prepare a superb Makassarese-Dutch dictionary 
(Cense 1979; see also Noorduyn 1978: 412-413) . 

After Brandstetter's death in 1942 the study of Buginese was continued by Kern and 
Cense and in the 1950' s by Cense ' s student Jacobus Noorduyn (1926-1994). Partly based 
on Cense's notes Noorduyn published a very succinct but comprehensive overview of the 
main features of Buginese (1955:8-20). Until his premature death Noorduyn continued 
publishing on Bugis topics and managed to finish a critical survey of studies on the lan
guages of Sulawesi (Noorduyn 1991). The Indonesian linguists Samsuri and Syahruddin 
Kaseng wrote their PhD. dissertations on grammatical topics of Rappang Buginese and 
Soppeng Buginese respectively (Samsuri 1976; Kaseng 1982). An important comparative 
study of South Sulawesi languages was written as a PhD. dissertation by the American 
linguist Roger Frederick Mills (1975). The Estonian scholar Dlo Sirk followed with a 
grammar written in Russian about traditional Bugis literature which also appeared in 
French and English translations (Sirk 1975; 1979; 1983; 1996). In an excellent observation 
he paid tribute to Brandstetter's role in the study of Buginese: 

'For several decades after the publications of Matthes and Niemann there was 
almost no progress in the study of Buginese. The Buginese material was sporadi
cally used by different authors for comparative historical studies of Austronesian 
languages. A small book by R. Brandstetter [= 191 I b 1 specially dealt with compari
son between Buginese and other Indonesian languages. This enabled the author to 
draw several conclusions regarding the phonetical development of Buginese and to 

2 Up until now these anthologies (Matthes 1860; 1864- 72) remain the most important sources for the 
study of the languages and literatures of the Makassarese and the Bugis. Matthes' Bugis-Dutch 
dictionary (1874) is also still by far the best dictionary of Buginese, whereas his Makassarese-Dutch 
dictionary (1859) has been superseded by the one published by Cense in 1979. 
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outline the main features of the grammatical systCl11 oi" this language in a more 
systemized manner than Matthes did. ' (Sirk 1996: 12) 

Most of the CUlTent students of Buginese such as Christian Pclras, Gilbert Hamonic, 
Fachruddin Ambo Enre (1930- 2010), Charles Campbell MacKni ght, Ian Caldwell, and 
Noorduyn's students Roger Gerard Tol and Sirtjo Koolhof publi sh mainly on Bugis litera
ture, with Tol contributing an entry on Buginese to a linguistic encyclopaedia (Tol 200 I). 

Renward Brandstetter as a student of Buginese 

In his first publication on Buginese Brandstetter started by paying homage to Matthes who 
'established the study of the ethnography, language, and literature of the Bugis' . He then 
mentions Niemann who as a Bugis specialist ' followed Matthes in his footsteps' (Brand
stetter 1895:iii). This footsteps remark may be taken quite literally as Niemann succeeded 
Matthes as deputy director at the Missionary Association in Rotterdam when Matthes .1 ·ft 

for the Bugis and Makassar lands in 1848. 
These were the persons who also were his teachers. In Brandstetter's words: "I rof. 

Niemann has introduced me to the study of Buginese, Dr. Matthes has provided me with th 
friendliest support" (Brandstetter l895:iii) . At that time both were already of considerable 
age. In 1895 Matthes was 77 years old and Niemann was 72. 

Of the two scholars, Matthes was the traditional linguist who used Indo-Germanic 
models and terminology to describe the languages he studied. Already in 1862 he was 
criticised for this by Niemann who proposed to take the Austronesian origin as the point of 
departure (Brink 1943:65). Niemann was also involved in language comparison. An exam
ple is his 1891 essay on the relation between Cham and the languages of Indonesia 
(Niemann 1891). Evidently Brandstetter felt more comfortable with the more modern 
scientific insights of Niemann. 

There is another similarity that explains some peculiarities in Brandstetter' s writings: 
neither Niemann nor Brandstetter ever visited insular Southeast Asia. Unlike Matthes and 
that other great pioneer of Austronesian linguistic scholarship, Herman Neubronner van der 
Tuuk, they never undertook linguistic fieldwork. Below I will argue that a certain puzzling 
feature in Brandstetter' s observations can be explained by this lack of interaction with 
speakers of the languages he studied. 

King lnjilai and Brandstetter's introduction to Bugis texts 
It is not an easy task to comprehend Matthes ' writings. Despite his many years of living in 
South Sulawesi he remained an armchair scholar. With his intention to describe matters as 
precisely and unambiguously as possible he often became quite incomprehensible. I can 
easily imagine that Brandstetter had this experience in reading Matthes' works, and took 
upon himself the task of making them accessible to a wider readership. In his earlier 
writings in particular, Brandstetter followed Matthes' linguistic and literary interpretations 
accurately but his presentation is much more pleasant and readable. 

On Buginese he published four works which taken together serve as a useful intro
duction to the language. The first one appeared in 1895 and was a German translation of a 
Bugis text about King Injilai, 'simultaneously a tool for the study of the Bugis language' 
(Brandstetter 1895) . One year later, he published another annotated translation of a text, 
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'The founding of Wajoq ' (Brandstetter 1896). Both texts had been published earlier by 
Matthes in Bugis script (Matthes 1864:28-64; 1-27). In 1900 he wrote an essay on loan
words in Buginese (Brandstetter 1900) which he combined with an essay on loanwords in 
the dialect of Lucerne. Methodical to the end, he concluded the essay by listing the loan
words that occur in both Buginese and the Lucerne dialect.3 Brandstetter's last major 
contribution to Bugis linguistics was a short but impressive treatise he named 'A compara
tive sketch of an Indonesian idiom' (Brandstetter 1911 b). Showing his wide knowledge of 
Austronesian languages he compared Buginese with seven other languages: Old Javanese, 
Makassarese, Tontemboan, Bontok, Kambera, Malagasy, and Malay. 

Interestingly, the period covered here (roughly 1890- 1915) was fundamental for Brand
stetter ' s comparative research on Austronesian languages. It was during the 1890's that he 
compiled his 'database ' or corpus on which he would build his comparative work. In his 
studies on Buginese we can see how he progressed from meticulously analysing mono
lingual Buginese texts to his comparative work that involved many other languages. 

Brandstetter ' s first study gives some clues for understanding his background and 
linguistic ideas. I will start with a closer look at his treatment of the text on King Injilai. 
Comparison with his later works will show a rapid development of his insights into the 
Bugis linguistic system. 

Brandstetter begins his five-page introduction by mentioning Matthes and Niemann, and 
he reveals that Buginese is 'richer, more interesting, and more difficult than most other 
twigs of the Malayo-Polynesian [=Austronesian] stem' (Brandstetter 1895: iii). He then 
mentions two 'remarkable' aspects, the frequent use of consonant gemination and 'the 
pronunciation of vowels with a strong break' citing Matthes' phrasing 'scherpe klinkers', 
literally 'sharp vowels ' . For the matter of consonant gemination I refer to Noorduyn ' s 
contribution on this topic (Noorduyn 1990), whereas the glottal stop issue will be dealt with 
below. 

Brandstetter states that for the most part he follows Matthes ' (convoluted) transcription, 
but he recognizes that certain features in Matthes' spelling are superfluous. Like Niemann 
before him, he does not mark the accent in every word as Matthes did, 'since the accent and 
quantity are mostly bound by rules' (Niemann 1883:141; Brandstetter 1895:iii). 

He continues by stating the impossibility for somebody to learn the Bugis language on 
his own - 'despite the availability of the splendid dictionary and grammar' . He explains 
that the main goal of the present work is to serve as an aid for reading Bugis texts. The 
student, he says, must have a basic knowledge of the grammar and must be able to read the 
Bugis script. Moreover, it helps when he is familiar with 'an easier language, such as 
Malay' . 

Seven problematic points in Buginese 

Apart from observing consonant gemination and 'sharp vowels' , Brandstetter formulated 
seven points 'that are particularly problematic for students ' (Brandstetter 1895: iv-v). This 

3 Such as Buginese malorosoq and Lucerne malros, both ultimately from Dutch ma/roos 'sailor (in the 
navy)'. At first sight a real success story for this loanword considering the absence of a Swiss navy. 
However, we certainly would have come across malros on board the passenger steamboats cruising the 
Swiss lakes in Brandstetter's time. 
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shows his capacity to identify the major issues in the study of an unfamiliar language, 
although hi s treatment of these issues is not always well -developed. Below I will discuss 
Brandstetter's seven problematic points-slightly rephrased-one by one, exemplary as 
they are for his observations and insights at thi s early stage of his study of Buginese. 

1. "The Bugis script is defective. The same spelling is used for the words 1010 'young' , 
loloq ' to get' , lollong ' to belong', etc." 

A well chosen example since it displays the main traits of the Bugis script: consonant 
gemination, glottal stop, and final velar nasal are not indicated. In Bugis script these words 
are all written as ~ ..... ~ ..... , Lo.Lo. 

Significantly Brandstetter starts with an observation on the nature of the Bugis script, 
i.e. on written texts. It also shows his dependency on the texts produced by Matthes (and 
Niemann) since he does not mention the most challenging aspect in reading texts written in 
Bugis script, i.e. the absence of word markers. In original Bugis manuscripts the texts are 
written without any space between words. There is only one 'marker' consisting of three 
sloping dots ( ••• ) that may signify a syntactic unit, usually a clause, but its use is not consis
tent. This poses major interpretative problems in reading. Matthes and Niemann solved this 
problem in their publi shed texts in Bugis script by using spaces between words, in actual 
fact something 'alien ' to the script. It seems that Brandstetter was not aware of this manipu
lation and considers Matthes ' texts (for a page from an original Bugis manuscript, see plate 
section after p. 66) as representing real texts written by Bugis, which they are not. 

2. "Buginese is a productive formative language with frequent sound changes occurring at 
a word ' s root. Therefore it is often difficult to determine the root of a composite word . For 
example, the root of abinruseng 'material' is winruq." 
This potential for word formation by combining several affixes with concurrent sound 
changes is indeed a prominent characteristic of Buginese, and may create difficulties in 
interpreting its structure. However, most if not all of these phenomena are subject to 
morphological and phonological rules. 

3. "Bugi nese uses many particles that are attached to words (especially predicates) both as 
proclitics and enclitics. Often a combination of particles is used. The word poJetonisa 
consists of the verb pole and the particles to+na+i+sa. In very many cases it is impossible to 
translate these particles." 
In combination with the intricate word formation mentioned above this is obviously an even 
more complex feature of Buginese. Yet to state that it is impossible to translate these 
features is a bit puzzling. Each particle carries a meaning which can be translated, although 
not always literally, but in a more contextual fashion. With respect to Brandstetter's exam
ple, while pole means ' to come ', to indicates 'also ', na an occurrence in the past, i the third 
person, and sa gives emphasis. 'He came along too ' or 'he too had come' are regular 
translations. 

4. "Buginese has the ability to form composites and complexes with all kinds of sandhi 
laws in effect. These composites in turn can function as the base for a new composite. For 
example the complex alamassiasiamua which is mentioned and explained in the text." 
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This remark is not very clear and again a bit puzzling. He repeats in fact his remarks under 
2 and 3. Furthermore the example he gives is misplaced since there are no sandhi laws 
involved. In his explanation on p.12 Brandstetter only mentions 'The complex 
ala+maq+sia+sia+mua means "several''', a statement taken directly from Matthes ' 
dictionary (Matthes 1874:720). 

5. "Buginese has many linguistic materials to introduce or connect sentences. There are 
also conjunctions, particles, complexes such as mentioned under 4, and formulas which 
function as Latin qua facto, accidit ut, etc. In many of these cases a clear-cut translation 
cannot be provided." 
Again this is not very clear. Brandstetter also does not provide any examples to make his 
point. I would rather express the opposite opinion, namely that Buginese sentences are 
introduced or connected with minimal means. Simple juxtaposition is often enough. Addi
tionally Buginese uses a limited but frequently applied number of words for these purposes, 
such as na, ia, or combined naiae. 

6. "The third person pronouns i and na are often used in a pleonastic manner. For example 
' I tell it, the history' [no Buginese given]. Regularly these pronouns function as copulas do 
in our language, such as mate-i arungnge 'dead he, the king' = ' the king is dead' ." 
These observations concern a feature that underlines Buginese as an ergative language. 
Transitive verbs with a definite object have the form S-V-O 0 , e.g. u-poada-i attorio
longnge 'I tell the history'. The subject of intransitive verbs has the form V -S S as in mate-i 
arungnge 'the king is dead ' . Brandstetter's remark on the copula is in fact a translation 
technique and is not related to Buginese as such. 

7. "The Bugis narrative style is fond of long-windedness. In our text this verbosity is 
sometimes remarkably huge." 
This is a subjective observation that does not take into account the particulars of Indonesian 
literary traditions such as that of Buginese (and many others) . This so-called verbosity is 
related to indigenous literary conventions which have an oral origin. Devices such as 
repetitions and parallelisms originated as a memorizing tool and developed into aesthetic 
and enjoyable features. 

Brandstetter as the first translator of Bugis texts 

For his studies and also for his translations Brandstetter had to rely on secondary material, 
the published - and often ' improved' - texts provided by Matthes and Niemann. Evidently 
he did not use any original Buginese manuscripts and was also not in the position to do 
first-hand linguistic research based on spoken Buginese. No native speakers of Buginese 
were available at that time in the surroundings of the Vierwaldstiittersee. 

Yet he succeeded in his main goal to provide a tool for reading and studying Buginese. 
He was also the first to translate a substantial Bugis text into another language. There was 
nothing to lean on for him since both Matthes and Niemann never provided translations of 
the texts they edited. They considered it sufficient to provide only summaries and explana
tory notes, though these could be very extensive indeed. As with his translation from Malay 
(see Holger Warnk's contribution in this volume) Brandstetter did a great job in making the 
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texts really accessible to the reader. His full translations are still enjoyable to the present 
reader and are richly annotated, providing grammatical notes and occasionally giving a 
literal rendering of the text. We see his approach right from the start at the beginning of his 
first translation, Die Geschichte von Konig lndjilai (Brandstetter 1895), working from the 
text edited by Matthes (Matthes 1864: 28-64). 

Here are the first lines of Matthes text in Bugis4: 
lanae poada-ada i pau-paunna Suletanuleq lnjilai. 
Bismillah ar-Rahman ar-Rahim. Wabihi nasta 'in billahi. 
lanae seua pau-pau. Engka seua arung ri 010 riaseng Sultan Injilai. Makkunrainna riaseng 
Siti Sapia. Engka anaqna dua worowane maneng. Seua riaseng Abdul Jamali, seua riaseng 
Abdul Jalali. Aga ronnang siaga i itlanna ri laleng akkarunngenna, engka na seua wettu 
nalao joppa-joppa ri dareqna sibawa sengatana enrennge pakkalawing epuqna. 

Brandstetter's translation: 
The History of King lnjilai. 
In the name of Allah the merciful and beneficent, to whom we callfor help. 
This is a history: Once there was a king called Sultan Injilai. His spouse was called Sitti 
Sapia. He had two sons, one was called Abdul Jumali, the other Abdul Julali. When the 
king had ruled for a long time, it happened one day, that he went for a walk in his garden, 
with his servants and betel box bearers. 5 

Brandstetter presented this short fragment with no less than 15 footnotes. I will cite only his 
first note since it gives already a good idea of the way he worked. In it he explains the title: 

"Literally: The following (iyanae) tells (root ada) it (-i), the history of (-na) Sulthan 
Injilai; the complex iyanae = iya + stress particle na + e signifies the notion ' the 
following', similar to Malay ini-lah; the pronoun -i is used pleonastically; the 
possessive - na replaces the genitive of the Indo-European6 languages, see 
[Matthes'] grammar, p.270; one should properly distinguish the various na from 
each other; see also the grammar § 29, end." 

We see how he worked very neatly by establishing word for word the literal meaning 
before turning it into a readable text. Curiously, in this very first footnote we already come 
across his signature loves: the root and comparative linguistics. 

Another example shows how Brandstetter valued readability over a verbatim rendition. 
In Bugis there are only a few conjunctions and semantic relations between clauses are 

4 Matthes' text uses the Bugis script with the basmala and Arab names printed in Arab type. My 
transcription differs from Brandstetter's, e.g. I write ianae instead of iyal1ae. 

5 Die Geschichte von Konig Indilai. Im Namen Allah 's des Bannherzigen und Mitleidigen, zu dem wir 
urn Hilfe rufen. Dies ist eine Geschichte: Es war einmal ein Konig, er hiess Sulthan Indjilai. Seine 
Gemahlin hiess Sitti Sapia. Er hatte zwei Sohne, der eine hiess Abeduledjumali, der andere 
Abeduledju\a\i . Da der Konig langere Zeit regiert hatte, geschah es eines Tages, dass er in seinem 
Garten spazieren gieng, mit seinen Bedienten und Beteldosentragem (Brandstetter \895:1). 

6 Consistent with English scientific usage, il1dogermanisch has been rendered as "Indo-European" in 
translations from Brandstetter' s work and in all contributions to this volume (editors' note). 
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usually established by the form of the verb. Very often these features are absent altogether 
and simple juxtaposition is sufficient. This is the case a few lines further on (Matthes 1864: 
28): 
Naseppuqna bekkuqe. Nakenna ni paninna bekkuqe. Mabuang ni ri tanae. 

Literally 'He shot (with a blowpipe) the turtledove. He hit the wing of the turtledove. 
She fell on the ground. ' Brandstetter translates these three clauses as 'The king shot at the 
turtledove and hit his wing, so that she fell on the ground ,7 with the footnote 'Here I have 
contracted three par'atactic sentences into one' (Brandstetter 1895: 2). 

The glottal stop puzzle 

The decade following hi s first studies on Buginese (1895, 1896) show a rapid development 
of Brandstetter' s insights into Buginese, certainly facilitated by hi s study of other Austro
nesian languages. A nice case is the development of his ideas on the glottal stop in 
Buginese. As mentioned above, in his first publication (1895) Brandstetter followed 
Matthes and Niemann almost literally on the matter of 'sharp vowels' . Only he used the 
grave diacritic (a, i , etc.) whereas Matthes and Niemann used the acute (d , r, etc.) to indi
cate these vowels. 

In his grammar (1875 : 11) Matthes describes these sharp vowels as follows : 

'The pronunciation of these sharp vowels is extremely difficult for a European. 
Maybe the best way to describe is that during the utterance of the vowel one exhales 
only half and then inhales slightly. So there occurs also a sort of syllable closure, 
which is however completely different from closure by a nasal or an utterance of the 
next consonant. ' 

Matthes then explains the spelling of the sharp vowels and then comes with a surpri sing 
statement: 

'In the "Preface to his Batak dictionary, p. vii" Mr. N. van der Tuuk considers it 
more appropriate to mark the special quality of this vowel by writing a q, so by 
writing aq, iq, etc. , because he believes these vowels are closed by a swallowed k 
which is also known from Javanese and Minangkabau Malay. And in order to prove 
the correctness of his opinion he refers to my grammar of Makassarese [Matthes 
1858] § 49 and 50 [ .. .]'8 

Matthes defends himself by saying, inter alia, that Van der Tuuk might be right about 
Makassarese but that Buginese is a different matter. The amazing fact here is that the great 
linguist Herman Neubronner van der Tuuk (1824-1894) already at first sight had recog
nized these ' sharp vowels ' as nothing more than glottal stops. He even proposed a spelling 
for this glottal stop that is used as a standard spelling in present day academic writings on 
Buginese.9 

7 Der Konig schuss nach der Turteltaube und traf ihre F1iigel, so dass sie auf den Boden fie!. 
8 lndeed Van der Tuuk wrote his comments and critique on Matthes ' spelling for Makassarese in the 

preface of his Batak-Dutch dictionary. There he provides an enlighting etymological explanation for the 
occurance of the final glottal stop in Makassarese (Tuuk 1861 :vii ). 

9 Frequent other spellings of the glottal stop in Buginese are k and '. So apart from anaq we also come 
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Why didn't Niemann follow Van der Tuuk in this respect? After all, he had broader 
comparative interests as a linguist than Matthes. And why in the first place did Matthes not 
recognize these glottal stops? A student of Semitic languages and co-author of an Arabic 
text edition (Ibn-Tag·noirdi1852) he was very well acquainted with the Arabic glottal stop 
(hamza). 

The answer is that for Arabic Matthes was an armchair scholar as much as Niemann 
was for Buginese and (most of) the other Austronesian languages he studied. So Matthes 
certainly knew the written hamza but had never heard it pronounced and never made the 
connection between the sharp vowels he heard and the hamza he had written so often. 
Consequently Brandstetter followed his mentors in their mistaken interpretation of these 
'sharp vowels'. The superior field linguist Van der Tuuk, on the other hand, quickly 
grasped the phonetic reality when he read the description of these strange sounds by 
Matthes. 

It took a few years before Brandstetter also understood that what Matthes was describ
ing is the glottal stop. In 1900 he still had not changed his mind. In his introductory 
remarks to 'The loanword in the Buginese language' he still speaks of 'a peculiar short 
pronunciation of the vowel' while referring to Matthes' Buginese grammar (Brandstetter 
1900:52). Only in 1910 in his famous treatise 'Root and word in the Indonesian languages' 
did he mention for the first time that ' hamza' occurs in Buginese, and he wrote it as 'q' 
(Brandstetter 1910: 15).10 One year later, writing on 'Common Indonesian and original 
Indonesian' he noted that 'Buginese and Makassarese have the glottal explosive q' (Brand
stetter 1911c:14)." In the same year, in his comparative essay on Buginese, he elaborated 
on this feature by stating the high frequency of the glottal stop in Buginese as one of its 
distinctive features, as against Old Javanese, Malay and Malagasy (Brandstetter 19 I I c: 12). 

A gentle goodbye to Matthes 
Brandstetter also grew more critical of Matthes over the years, but he expressed hi s 
disagreement in a most amiable fashion. In his last mentioned work he starts by claiming 
that Matthes ' Buginese dictionary, his compilations of Buginese texts and many mono
graphs are 'masterworks'. This high praise is immediately followed by his statement that 
Matthes' grammar is 'a weak achievement', and his attempts at etymology are 'only 
unmethodological guesswork' . 

Characteristically the gentleman Brandstetter softened this harsh critique promptly with 
the considerate and humanitarian remark that 'Matthes was also - more worthwhile than all 
scholarship - the noble, human friend, benefactor and teacher of the receptive and talented 
peoples of Sulawesi' (Brandstetter 1911c:3). 

across anak and ana '. 
10 This essay was the first of Brandstetter' s four essays that appeared in English translation in 1916 

(Brandstetter 1916a: 1-65). 
II The second essay in Brandstetter (1916a:68-133). 
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